On construction projects, tight deadlines are always an issue. Often, long lead times just won’t work and anxiously waiting for material is never a good thing. Sometimes delays can’t be helped but as the old saying goes, “time is money”.

That’s why METROBRICK® created the Fast Ship Program. With the Fast Ship program, METROBRICK’s seven most popular colors - in modular size and wire cut finish – ship to you FAST.

Now METROBRICK has shifted Fast Ship into high gear by adding BLENDS to the Program. That’s right, six great looking blends are now available - giving you even more options.

**Quick turnaround** for small orders.

**SEVEN colors and SIX blends available**

Usually ships within **FIVE days!**

*Levels of inventory vary. Our ability to fast ship is based on a first-come first-served basis. Levels of inventoried items will fluctuate. Inventory is designed to assist in quick turn around for smaller quantity orders- normally under 10,000 sq. ft. Lead time for blends is approximately two to four weeks.*
Available Shapes

- Modular Field
- Modular Corner
- Modular Edge Cap (Not available in 710 charcoal)

Wire Cut Finish

All METROBRICK® Fast Ship products have a Wire Cut finish. 710 Charcoal is available in both Smooth and Wire Cut finish.

Single Colors

- Usually ships within five days.

- 310 Main Street
- 350 Main Street Flashed
- 458 Brownstone Flashed
- 105 Fieldstone
- 505 Monument
- 507 Empire
- 710 Charcoal (premium color)

Color Blends

- Lead time for blends is approximately two to four weeks.

- Fast Ship Blend 1
- Fast Ship Blend 2
- Fast Ship Blend 3
- Fast Ship Blend 4
- Fast Ship Blend 5
- Fast Ship Blend 6

Accent Ideas

- Fast Ship Accent 1
- Fast Ship Accent 2

Please Note: Colors are as accurate as printed representations can be. For final color selection refer to current actual color samples.